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STRIKE OF AUL. GARMENT WORKERS IS SEEN

BY BIG CONFERENCE OF .UNION HEADS
For the first time in its history Chi-

cago may witness a-- strike of all the
people in the cloak and skirt and
white goods industries instead of in-

dividual shop strikes, if the bosses
will not sign a collective agreement
with the International Ladies Gar-m- et

Workers' Union bettering wages
and conditions which are said to be
worse in Chicago than in any other
centre in the industry.

"We will not make arbitrary de-

mands," Benjamin Schlesinger, presi-
dent of the international, told a Day
Book reporter. "We realize that we
cannot demand at the present time
wages on the same basis as they are
in New York and in Boston and Phil-
adelphia. That wilj have to come
gradually but we do insist on an
agreement, calljft what you will, that
will provide for an arbitration board
and for a joint 'board of sanitary aid
safety'controL

"The conditions In. the waist, dress
and white goods shops khere. are per-
haps 50 per cent worse" than in any
other city in the country. Wages are
as low as" $3 and $4. There are no
hours, the workers are dependent on
the will of the, boss as ta how long
they will work. There is no standard
of sanitation: How could there be in
a city that tolerates sweat shops for
there can be no sanitation in sweat
shops.

"Public spirited citizens are always
speaking of the shop girls and re-

manding higher wages and better
conditions for them, but none of them
have ever bothered about the girls
working in the factories and it is our
fntention to arouse public sentiment
along this line.

"Our organization is the third
largest in the American Federation of
Labor. We have a paid up member-
ship of 120,000 branched out in every
ladies' garment center in the country.
We have $1,500,000 in the treasuries
throughout the country.

"The largest centers as New York,
Philadelphia and Boston, work under
a protocol of peace which provides
for perpetual peace, no strikes to be
called by the unions or lock-ou- ts by
the employers and everything to be
adjusted by arbitration. It also pro-
vides for the establishment of joint
board of sanitary and safety control.
In cities where we are working under
the protocol of peace such joint
boards have been, established and
kept up by the unions and associa-
tions.

"Wehave succeeded in clearing out
the sweatshop system in New York
and tp a certain extent in Boston and
Philadelphia. We haye established
higherates of. wages for men" and
women workers and better conditions
in general.

"Now we are here to try to extend
the protocol of peace in the western
cities, including Chicago, Cleveland,
Cincinnatif'Toledo, St Louis. We will
put 100 newjprganizers on to organ-
ize the women workers.

"ChicagcThas about 200 cloak and
skirt shops with between 7,00u and
8,000 --men and women workers.
Wages fall far below those prevailing
in New York. There are also about
8,000 girls working on waists and
white goods and only about 25 per
cent of them are organized. The or-
ganization campaign is going on very
rapidly and very successfully. So far
as the cloak workers are concerned,
we have a strong enough organiza-
tion now and this body may decide
that we shall immediately attempt to
get into conference withthe employ-
ers for the purpose of bringing about
a collective agreement

"New York and Boston have a ur

week and we want to establish
the same hours here.

"We do not want to have to call a
general strike, but if we are forced to
do so,' we are prepared to dp it In,
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